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The National Task Force on BPM, chaired by Acting Secretary Elina
Akinaga, approved the Terms of Reference for the Task Force, the
Marine Spatial Planning Working Group, the Sustainable Fisheries
Working Group, and the Blue Economy Working Group. In
February, the Program Management Unit (PMU) held introductory
meetings with state representatives and key NGOs from Kosrae,
Yap, and Chuuk. Pohnpei is expected to be briefed through a State
Leadership Meeting.

BPM expanded capacity to implement program activities through
contracts with Liz Terk from TNC Micronesia to serve as Marine
Spatial Planning Advisor, and with Dr. Peter Houk from the
University of Guam Marine Lab to serve as BPM Science Advisor.
Further, the Waitt Institute hired Dr. Pablo Granados as
Sustainable Fisheries Director, and John Weber as Marine Spatial
Planning Director. The Blue Economy and Sustainable Fisheries
Working Groups have been formulated and are set to begin
meetings in June.

President Panuelo and Mr. Ted Waitt had their bi-annual Principal's
Call in April where they discussed program updates and provided
guidance on strategic direction for BPM.
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Blue Economy 
In late 2020 and early 2021, Blue Prosperity Coalition (BPC)
partners from the University of California conducted virtual
consultations with over 30 organizations from national and state
governments, the private sector, and non-profit and multilateral
organizations. Consultation findings have undergone preliminary
peer review, and have been used to develop blue economy
narratives that will lay out strategic pathways to support economic
development in the FSM.

Presenting these consultation findings and narratives to
stakeholders is currently being mapped out. After input has been
solicited via public webinar and the Blue Economy Working Group,
the revised narratives will be presented to the National Task Force
for review, discussion and final narrative selection. Once a final
narrative is chosen, the program partners will conduct further
analysis and develop an implementation plan.
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BPM has completed the Awareness Campaign Kickoff
Workshop with NGO partners in each of the states in
collaboration with the state focal points. These campaigns will
be ongoing till approximately the end of August. Furthermore,
the communications plan is fully developed and compliments
the on the ground campaigns with virtual engagement through
Facebook. A webpage and social media channels were also
created. 

The BPM team held a successful Talk Story event with Nicole
Yamase and President Panuelo to celebrate the historic trip to
the Marianas Trench. The BPM Coordinator also presented at
the World Tuna Day Forum in Chuuk, highlighting the program's
work to sustainably safeguard important resources like tuna in
the FSM.

BPC partners and the local law firm Ramp & Mida have
completed a draft legal assessment to explore how existing
legal authorities contribute to ocean management in the FSM.
Desk research and ground-truthing interviews with national
government and states are complete.

The draft assessment is now out for review and input with
those  that have been interviewed as well as who had not
responded to interview requests. Once final, the BPC legal team
will engage legal experts and the National Task Force in
discussion and workshops to identify policy pathways for
marine spatial planning and other areas of work, and plan legal
drafting.

Chaired by NORMA and co-chaired by DECEM, the Marine
Spatial Planning (MSP) Working Group has been meeting on a
weekly basis since early March and has completed a series of
introductory sessions about MSP tools and processes. The
Working Group has selected a set of principles and is now
developing its goals & objectives for the offshore MSP that
will build on existing plans/policies, and best available
knowledge.
BPM has entered into data sharing agreements with DECEM,
NORMA and R&D. DECEM has already provided data that is
currently being uploaded to the geodatabase
fsm.seasketch.org to enable science-based planning.

Next steps for the offshore planning is to present the draft
principles, goals and objectives along with a consultation
strategy for the offshore MSP to the National Task Force;
Obtain data from NORMA and R&D and finalize data
agreement with SPC. The data and MSP objectives will serve
as inputs to prioritization modeling, which the Working Group
will use to draft MSP scenarios and present a draft offshore
MSP to the National Task Force.

The MSP team is also in the process of discussing rolling out
MSP within the states, and plan Ocean Use Survey to gather
spatial information on the uses of coastal waters (0-12nm).

BPC partners from emLab conducted a Characterization of
FSM Fisheries using peer-reviewed research, technical
reports and publicly available data to provide an overview of
FSM’s offshore and nearshore fisheries. EmLab has also
conducted literature review of existing goals & objectives
related to FSM fisheries to support the identification of
strategic work priorities under BPM.

A public webinar is being set up in June to share the Fisheries
Characterization Report with the States and regional / local
experts to solicit further input. 
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The Sustainable Fisheries Working Group will review, discuss
and recommend sustainable fisheries goals and objectives for
BPM, that will be shared with the National Task Force for
endorsement. Once goals and objectives are determined, the
Working Group will develop a roadmap that will propose
activities for implementation in subsequent years.


